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Description 

3ds Max software is extremely powerful and versatile. However, because it is used by so many 
different disciplines and supports such a wide variety of workflows, new and infrequent users 
can quickly become overwhelmed with the multitude of options and settings that are presented 
to them. The key to being a successful casual user of 3ds Max software is to focus solely on 
those aspects of the software that lend themselves to your specific workflow. This class will 
focus on the specific workflow of using 3ds Max software to generate high-quality still images 
and animations of building models created in Revit software. We will look at file linking and 
importing options, overview materials, and compare the new Raytracer Renderer (ART) with the 
mental ray rendering engine, and we’ll look at global illumination and photometric lighting, 
rendering output, keyframe animation, and the use of video post to combine animation 
sequences. In short, this class will teach you how to stop going down rabbit holes and get the 
job done! This session features 3ds Max and Revit. 
 

Your AU Expert: 

Having been a registered architect, Matt Dillon has nearly 30 years of experience in Autodesk 
Architectural applications, and is an Autodesk Certified Instructor at an Autodesk Authorized 
Training Center. In addition to assisting customers implement Building Information Modeling 
(BIM) and Revit Platform products, Dillon has also consulted with Autodesk, Inc., development 
staff in product design and usability for AutoCAD Architecture software. A published author, 
Dillon was one of the recipients of Autodesk's Distinguished Speaker Award in 2010, and he 
has been a highly rated instructor at Autodesk University since he first began presenting in 
2000. 
  

Learning Objectives 

• Understand the various options for importing and linking Revit models into 3ds 
Max 

• Understand the differences between the ART and mental ray rendering engines  

• Learn how to work with photometric lighting and materials  

• Learn how to create a keyframe animation and use Video Post to combine 
animation sequences 
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Introduction 

This class is an Intermediate Level class, focusing on the workflow of utilizing Revit geometry, 
materials and lights to create a rendering or animation sequence in 3ds Max. While there will be 
some basic coverage of 3ds Max lighting, including global illumination settings for the mental 
ray rendering engine, and materials, there will be no advanced “tips and tricks” presented for 
those topics. As an Intermediate Level class, it is also assumed that you are familiar with the 
basic 3ds Max interface, including the Slate Material Editor and basic 3ds Max workflow. 
 
Before creating a rendering of a Revit model, you should decide if you even need to render in 
3ds Max at all. Revit is quite capable of generating very compelling images either from within 
Revit itself or using Cloud rendering. Below are some comparisons of the same scene rendered 
in Revit and comparable renderings in 3ds Max. 
 

 
A COMPARISON OF SIMILAR VIEWS FROM THE SAME REVIT MODEL RENDERED IN REVIT AND 3DS 

MAX. 

 
While comparisons can be somewhat subjective, in general, you have much more flexibility in 
3ds Max when it comes to your rendering settings. If a quick, easy and yes, in most cases good 
quality rendering is all you need, then Revit is probably sufficient for your needs. All of the 
images on the left above are acceptable. However, if you need more flexibility, and the ability to 
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“tune” the images for even better quality, then you should consider rendering in 3ds Max. 
Additionally, if you want to generate an animation, then 3ds Max is hands-down the choice over 
Revit. 
 
The pages that follow will dive into the 3ds Max Rendering workflow and the myriad settings for 
lighting and materials that give you the flexibility that Revit cannot offer. With that flexibility, 
unfortunately, comes a certain level of complexity. Hopefully this document will help you master 
the complexity, allowing you to take full advantage of the flexibility. 
 

Still Frame Rendering Workflow for Revit Models 

We’ll begin with an overview of the rendering workflow, then look at the various elements in 
greater detail in the sections following this one. Regardless of the type of rendering you plan to 
do, the general workflow is nearly the same for all situations: 
 

1) Link or Import the Revit geometry. 
2) Choose your renderer (ART or NVIDIA mental ray). 
3) Set up the cameras for the renderings you intend to do. 
4) Make any changes to materials that you intend to change (if any) 
5) Set up your lighting 
6) Establish your exposure 
7) Perform iterative renders to fine tune your lighting and materials. If using the mental ray 

renderer, use this opportunity to fine tune your Global Illumination settings 
8) Set your final rendering parameters 
9) Render your final rendering 
10) Save the rendering. 

 
When you save the rendering you can avoid a common mistake. In the Render Setup dialog 
box, there is an option to specify a file to render to. For rendering animation sequences, this is 
the correct procedure, as we will see later. However, for still images, this is inefficient. That 
would mean you would need to generate another rendering after performing your final render 
and deciding to accept it. Instead, once the final render is complete, you can save it directly 
from the Rendered Frame dialog box.  
 

 
SAVING A RENDERED IMAGE FROM THE RENDERED FRAME WINDOW. 
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Importing and Linking Revit Files 

There are a variety of ways to use Revit geometry in a 3ds Max scene. Ultimately, however, 
they all boil down to either linking geometry into 3ds Max (providing the ability to update the 3ds 
Max scene with subsequent changes in the Revit model) or importing the geometry, and using 
native RVT files or FBX files exported from Revit. Following is a comparison of the various 
techniques. 
 
If file size is a concern, the table below will indicate some basic comparisons between importing 
a file vs. linking, and working with FBX or RVT files. This comparison was done with the same 
original Revit file, and with the same import/link settings for all tests. The original Revit file used 
for this comparison was 7200 KB in size. 
 

3ds Max Scene File Sizes 

Import FBX File Link FBX File Import RVT File Link RVT File 

5230 KB 8866 KB 4312 KB 9756 KB 

  

Exporting an FBX File vs. Using RVT Files Directly 
Choosing to use an FBX file vs a native Revit file has additional considerations in addition to file 
size.  
 
If you choose to export an FBX file, the resulting file will only contain the geometry that is visible 
in the current view when you export the file from Revit (you must be in a 3D view to export an 
FBX file this way).  
 

 
EXPORTING AN FBX FILE FROM REVIT. THE OBJECTS VISIBLE IN THE CURRENT 3D VIEW WILL BE 

INCLUDED IN THE FBX FILE. 

 
If you import or link a Revit file directly, you will be asked to choose the 3D view from the Revit 
file to use. 
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IMPORTING A REVIT FILE DIRECTLY INTO 3DS MAX – THE VIEW TO IMPORT CAN BE SELECTED 

FROM THE IMPORT SETTINGS DIALOG. 

 
Materials are also a consideration. Depending on whether you import or link an FBX file or a 
Revit file, the location of texture maps used in the materials imported from Revit will be handled 
differently.  
 
If you choose to use FBX file format, the texture maps used by your Revit Materials will be 
copied to an FBM folder, which is where 3ds Max will expect to find them. You must maintain 
the path to this folder for your textures to display properly. 
 
If you choose to use the Revit file directly, the Material texture maps will reference their original 
locations (the locations they were referenced from in the Revit project). There is no additional 
folder created for them. 
 

 
LOCATION OF TEXTURE MAPS IN IMPORTED/LINKED RVT FILES VS. FBX FILES. 
 

Typically, lights are imported with the Revit geometry (although you can choose not to do so 
when you import the RVT or FBX file). While it is a relatively minor consideration, it is important 
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to note that if you import or link an FBX file, any lights that exist in the Revit project are turned 
off in 3ds Max by default. If you import or link a Revit file directly, they are turned on by default. 

Importing vs. Linking 
Regardless of whether you want to use native RVT files or FBX files exported from Revit, you 
can choose to either import your geometry directly or you can link the geometry using File Link 
Manager. 

Importing Geometry 
If you choose to import geometry, you will not be able to update your scene if changes are later 
made in the Revit project.  Instead you will need to either start a new scene and import the 
updated Revit model, or delete the Revit geometry that currently exists in your scene and re-
import the Revit project, losing any changes you may have made to the Revit geometry in 3ds 
Max, such as material assignments, texture mapping modifiers, etc. 
 
Imported Revit geometry is converted to 3ds Max Editable Meshes, which allows for some 
additional editing of the actual geometry, if you are familiar with working in “sub-object” mode. 
For example, this allows you to assign different material IDs to components nested within 
complex objects such as walls, floors, ceilings, etc. 
 

 
USING AN IMPORTED FILE, YOU CAN GAIN ACCESS TO THE SUB-OBJECTS WITHIN AN EDITABLE 

MESH CREATED FROM THE REVIT GEOMETRY, PROVIDING MORE FLEXIBILITY FOR ASSIGNING NEW 

MATERIALS, IN PARTICULAR. 
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Linking Geometry 
Linked Revit geometry is also converted to Editable Meshes, however in order to preserve the 
viability of the linked geometry for update purposes in the event of changes in the Revit model 
requiring a re-load of the link, Sub-Object editing is not possible. 
 

 
 
WITH A LINKED FILE, THERE IS NO ACCESS TO SUB-OBJECT EDITING ON THE EDITABLE MESHES 

THAT ARE PART OF THE LINKED REVIT GEOMETRY. 

How should you choose? 
So, which should you use? Imported geometry or linked geometry? FBX files or Revit files? It’s 
not an easy question to answer, since there are so many variables, but in general, consider the 
following: 

• Do you need to update the geometry from changes in the Revit model? Use linking, 
with the understanding that your ability to edit objects in sub-object mode will be 
disabled. (For control over material assignments you can still use Multi-Sub-Object 
materials however – we will look at those later in this document). 

• Do you want a self-enclosed wrapper for your material texture maps? That is, do you 
want your texture maps to be referenced from their original locations, or do you want 
them referenced from a new, different location than what the original Revit file looks 
to? If the former, use the native Revit file format, not FBX. 

 

I typically prefer to link my geometry into 3ds Max. For me, it’s more important to be able to 
easily update the 3ds Max scene if I make changes in the Revit model than to be able to edit 
objects in Sub-Object mode. Additionally, as we will see in the next section, file linking provides 
some flexibility in how the geometry is managed in the 3ds Max scene. I also typically choose to 
link the Revit file directly, bypassing the process of exporting the FBX file, and avoiding the 
additional management overhead of having my Material textures in a separate folder that must 
be managed as well. 
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Linking Strategies 
If you decide to link your geometry into 3ds Max, there are several options available to you.  

Suites Workflows 
The Suites Workflows option will be found on the Revit Application Menu. The idea behind the 
Suites Workflows is that you can automate your FBX export and Linking into 3ds Max by 
selecting from any number of pre-configured Workflows. 
 

 
USING THE SUITES WORKFLOW OPTION TO EXPORT AN FBX FILE FROM REVIT AND LINK INTO 

3DS MAX 

 
While this may seem like a logical best choice, there are several disadvantages: 

• All of the Suites Workflows export an FBX file from Revit, which is saved in the 
current user’s TEMP folder. There is no option to specify a different location.  

• When the FBX file is exported, the corresponding FBM folder is also saved in the 
TEMP folder. 

• As a part of the process, a new session of 3ds Max is launched, even if there is 
already a session running. This just adds more time to the overall process. 

Export FBX File 
You can also simply export an FBX file manually from Revit. 
  

 
EXPORTING AN FBX FILE FROM REVIT 
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Exporting FBX files manually has some advantages over Suites Workflows: 

• You can choose where to save the FBX file and the accompanying FBM folder. 

• Remember, whenyou export an FBX file, you have to be in a 3D view. Only objects 
visible in that view will be included in the FBX file. You can use that to your 
advantage (more on that later). 

• You don’t have to launch a second session of 3ds Max. If you already have a 
session running you can simply link the FBX file into the running session. 

Link the Revit File Directly 
Again, in addition to linking FBX files, you can also link the RVT file into 3ds Max directly. No 
conversion is necessary. Simply choose the RVT file instead of an FBX file and it will be 
converted to 3ds Max geometry for you. 

Linking Tips 
Whether you are linking FBX files or RVT files, I recommend you use File Link Manager, which 
can be found on the Utilities command panel of 3ds Max. Initially, it will not be one of the default 
buttons on the command panel, however you can customize your interface and make it more 
easily accessible: 
 

1. From the “Utilities” Command Panel, click “Configure Button Sets”. 
2. Add a button using the “Total buttons” spinner. 
3. From the Utilities list, find “File Link Manager” and drag it to the new button. 
4. Click “OK”. 

 

 
ADDING FILE LINK MANAGER TO THE BUTTONS ON THE UTILITIES COMMAND PANEL 

 
When linking files, you must specify a Revit 3D view to link. Only those objects that are visible in 
the view will be included in the link. When exporting an FBX file from Revit, simply make the 
view that you want to export current when you perform the export operation. If you choose to 
link the Revit file directly, you will be prompted for the 3D view to link during the linking process. 
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SEPARATING REVIT GEOMETRY INTO DIFFERENT VIEWS TO ALLOW FOR SELECTIVE LINKING AND 

MORE GRANULAR CONTROL IN 3DS MAX. 

 
Breaking your Revit model up into multiple links has some advantages:  

• If the Revit model needs to be changed, and the 3ds Max scene needs to be 
updated, you don’t have to reload the entire model. Just reload the links to the views 
that contain the affected geometry. 

• You can combine link presets and file formats. For example, you might choose to 
use the “Combine by Revit Material” preset for most of your model to make it easier 
to manage objects (you don’t have so many objects that way). However, for 
geometry for which you might want more “granular” control over material 
assignments (accent walls, etc.), you could use the “Do not Combine Entities” preset. 
You can also link the Revit model directly for most of your geometry, but you might 
choose the export the Lights out as an FBX file so that when you link them in they 
are all off by default. (Linking the lights in directly from the .rvt file causes them all to 
be on by default). 

• You can place the geometry on each link on its own unique layer in the 3ds Max 
scene, making it easier to turn them on and off if necessary. For a video tutorial on 
how to do this, visit the following link: 

https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/screencast/1c8527c7-8a10-4719-a083-
e2b5828d37ef 
 

ART Renderer vs. mental ray 

3ds Max 2017 supports a wide variety of rendering engines, from the legacy Scanline Renderer 
to the new Advanced Ray Trace (ART) renderer, as well as several 3rd party rendering engines 
that can be purchased separately. Both the ART renderer and the mental ray renderer that 
come by default with 3ds Max are configured for photometric lights and mental ray materials. 
The lights in a Revit model are photometric and the materials are mental ray materials, so when 
rendering geometry from a Revit model, unless you are using a 3rd party renderer that supports 
them, you should use either the ART renderer or the NVIDIA mental ray renderer. Once you 
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have decided which rendering engine you want to use, you can set the desired renderer in the 
Render Setup dialog. 
 

 
SETTING THE DESIRED RENDERING ENGINE. 

 

Note: If you are using 3ds Max 2016 or earlier, the ART renderer is not included. You will need 
to use NVIDIA mental ray. 

 
So, which renderer should you choose? ART or NVIDIA mental ray? It depends on what kind of 
rendering you are performing and to some extent, personal preference. 
 

ART Renderer 
The ART renderer is much easier to configure than the NVIDIA mental ray renderer, with far 
fewer settings to manage. In addition, the ART renderer renders to the entire Rendered Frame 
Window at the same time, improving the entire image simultaneously. This means that if you 
decide the rendering is “good enough” before it has actually finished, you can stop the rendering 
and save the image as-is. 
 
However, the ART renderer falls short with lighting controls and to a lesser extent, material 
compatibility with Revit models..If you have reflective materials in your Revit model, my 
experience is that the ART renderer will increase the reflectivity / refraction values to the point 
where they become almost a mirror finish. This can be overcome by substituting a Physical 
Material or one of the materials from the 3ds Max “Autodesk Material Library” materials for the 
material that is assigned in the Revit model, however. We will look at materials in more detail 
later. There are no controls for adjusting Global Illumination values, which is important for some 
interior renderings in particular. The ART renderer does not support all lighting effects that 3ds 
Max photometric lighting provides. The mr Sky Portal, useful for increasing the amount of 
daylight brought into an interior scene, is not supported. Additionally, attenuation settings for 
photometric lights is ignored by the ART renderer 

NVIDIA mental ray Renderer 
Prior to the 2017 release of 3ds Max, the NVIDIA mental ray renderer has been the default. 
Now the ART renderer is the default engine. If you choose to use mental ray, you need to set it 
as the rendering engine for your scene. 
 
The mental ray renderer provides much more control and flexibility for global illumination, and is 
perfectly compatible with the Revit materials in your model. On the other hand, the global 
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illumination settings in particular can appear daunting and overly complex to the novice user. 
We will attempt to make them more understandable and predictable in this class. 
 

Photometric Lighting and Materials 

Again, since the lights in a Revit model are photometric and the materials are mental ray, you 
should stick to these types of objects in your 3ds Max scene, and use either the NVIDIA mental 
ray, NVIDIA iray (not discussed in this class) or the ART renderer.  
 
Lighting and materials in any kind of rendering software can be complex, and subtle changes in 
settings can have drastic effects in the overall scene. Likewise, subtle changes in the scene can 
have a pronounced effect in the perception of the scene. For this reason, you will most likely 
need to perform several test renderings to “tweak” your materials and lights, and then compare 
those renderings before creating your final version. 

Tips for Iterative Rendering 
To speed up the rendering process for these iterative test renderings, you can modify your 
render output settings. First, consider using lower quality settings for your test renders to 
decrease overall rendering time. The settings will be different depending on whether you are 
using the ART renderer or the mental ray renderer.  

ART Renderer Test Render Quality Settings 
Again, one of the advantages of the ART Renderer is its simplicity. All of the settings that control 
overall render quality can be found in one tab on the Render Setup dialog box. To set up for a 
low quality (faster) test renderer, on the “ART Renderer” tab, set the Render Quality to “Draft”. 
Use “Fast Path Tracing” and disable Noise Filtering altogether. Remember, the goal here is to 
generate a fast test render to get the overall impression of the changes you’re making to lights 
and materials, not to generate the final high quality rendering. 
 

 
RECOMMENDED SETTINGS FOR TEST RENDERINGS USING THE ART RENDERER. 
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mental ray Test Render Quality Settings 
For mental ray renderings, setup is a bit more complex. First, after setting “NVIDIA mental ray” 
as the rendering engine, choose the “Rendered Frame Window” button from the toolbar. When 
the Rendered Frame Window appears, there will be a dialog box attached to the bottom of the 
window. In the dialog, set the Image Precision to “Low” and the Final Gather Precision to “Draft”. 
 

 
SETTING THE OVERALL RENDER QUALITY FOR THE MENTAL RAY RENDERER. 
 

Note: If you do not see the dialog in the image above when you activate the Rendered Frame 
Window it is because you do not have the NVIDIA mental ray renderer set as the rendering 
engine. This dialog will only appear when that particular renderer is current. 

 
Next you will need to make adjustments to the Global Illumination settings. This is done in the 
Render Setup dialog box. On the Global Illumination tab, which again, will only be available if 
you have set the NVIDIA mental ray renderer current, disable Indirect Diffuse (GI), and enable 
Final Gather. Precision should already be set to “Draft” since you already set that in the 
Rendered Frame Window. Set the Diffuse Bounces to 2 if rendering an interior scene, 0 if 
rendering an exterior scene. Disable Caustics and Photon Mapping. 
 

 
 
SETTING MENTAL RAY GLOBAL ILLUMINATION SETTINGS FOR TEST RENDERINGS. 
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Tip: You will find that with the mental ray rendering engine in particular, you will be changing 
several settings for various rendering conditions. You can use Render Presets, found at the top 
of the Render Setup Dialog, to store your more commonly used combinations of settings, and 
then reload them when needed without having to manually change every setting individually. 

Output Size and Area to Render 
Even though your final rendering will most likely be to a fairly large size image, meaning more 
pixels, and more rendering time, for test renders you can set your output size to a smaller value, 
which will speed up rendering times more than any other setting you can change. 
 
You can also change what is actually rendered. By default, the entire viewport is rendered, 
however you can limit the render parameters depending on what you are working on: 

• View: The entire visible contents of the viewport are rendered. 

• Selected: Only objects that are currently selected will be rendered. 

• Region: Only the specified region gets rendered. 

• Crop: Only the specified region gets rendered, and everything else is cropped. 

• Blowup: The area in the specified region gets rendered to the entire Rendered 
Frame Window. 

 

 
 
AREA TO RENDER SETTINGS. 
 

RAM Player 
When performing iterative renderings to explore the effects of changes to lighting or materials, 
the changes may not be readily apparent between one image and another. The RAM Player 
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allows you to compare two images side by side and overlaid on top of each other to easily see 
subtle, yet important changes in a rendering. 
 

 
 

COMPARING IMAGES USING RAM PLAYER. 
 

Working with Photometric Lights 
There are two classes of lights in 3ds Max: Standard and Photometric. Standard lights are 
intended for use with the legacy Scanline renderer, which does not support mental ray materials 
or photometric lights. Since the lights that come over from a Revit model are photometric, if you 
plan on adding lights in 3ds Max, you should use Photometric lights. Revit lights can be edited 
in 3ds Max in exactly the same way that Photometric lights created natively in 3ds Max can be 
edited. 

Sunlight 
If you plan on rendering an exterior daylight scene or an interior scene that utilizes daylight as 
part of the lighting scheme, you should set the sunlight up first. The way you will do this will 
depend on whether you have chosen the ART Renderer or the NVIDIA mental ray render. 
 

ART Renderer Sun Positioner 
The ART Renderer utilizes a Sun Positioner to simulate sunlight and sky. It is found on the 
same Command Panel as the other Photometric Lights. Once placed, you can rotate the 
compass rose that is included with the Sun Positioner object to indicate the direction for North. 
Moving to the “Modify” command panel, you can adjust its position by specifying the date and 
time, as well as geographic location. 
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SPECIFYING THE POSITION OF THE SUN IN THE SUN POSITIONER OBJECT USED WITH THE ART 

RENDERER. 
 

NVIDIA mental ray Daylight System 
The Daylight System used with the mental ray renderer is similar to the Sun Positioner, but is 
created a bit differently. Instead of being located on the “Lights” tab of the Create Command 
Panel, it is located on the “Systems” tab. Like the Sunlight Positioner it includes a compass rose 
and its position is controlled in a similar manner. 
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CREATING A DAYLIGHT SYSTEM FOR THE NVIDIA MENTAL RAY RENDERING ENGINE. 
 

Artificial Lights 
Again, since Revit lights are photometric, requiring you to use the ART renderer or the NVIDIA 
mental ray renderer, you should use photometric lights in 3ds Max if you intend to add any lights 
to your scene after importing. Revit lights can be edited in 3ds Max just like any native 3ds Max 
light. Photometric lights come in two types:  

• Target Lights are placed by picking two points – the light location and the point at 
which it is shining, similar to placing a camera. 

• Free Lights are placed by picking a single point. The light will then be pointing in the 
same direction as the point of view of the viewport in which it was placed. 

You can change a light from Target to Free and vice versa at any time. 
 
Once you have placed your Photometric light, there are a variety of settings that you will want to 
adjust – in particular: 

• Template – there are a variety of light templates that you can choose from that can 
automate a good portion of the rest of the settings. 

• Light Distribution – The most commonly used types are either “Spotlight” (which 
would include parameters for the Spotlight beam diameter), “Uniform Spherical” (the 
light casts light in all directions) and “Photometric Web”, which uses a photometric 
web .IES file to determine light intensity, color and distribution pattern. Photometric 
web files are usually provided by lighting manufacturers to allow for accurate 
simulation of their lights. Revit lights frequently use IES files for their distribution 
patterns as well. 

• Distribution – If the light Distribution is set to “Spotlight”, this is also where you 
control the size of the spotlight beam and the falloff. 

• Intensity/Color/Attenuation – These settings control how bright the light is, what 
color it is, and how fast the light attenuates in intensity. You don’t have to use 
attenuation, but for interior scenes it can add more realism. As stated earlier, 
however, remember that the ART renderer does not support attenuation. If you 
choose to take advantage of this particular feature, you’ll need to use the NVIDIA 
mental ray engine instead. 

 

Note: The rendering engine built into Revit 2017 is also the ART renderer, so keep in mind any 
limitations it has in 3ds Max will also be present in Revit. 

 
There are other settings, but these are the primary ones that you will want to be familiar with.  
 
A typical workflow for creating a light is to place the light, choose a template that is closest to 
the desired end result, then adjust the settings listed above to achieve the final effect, using the 
RAM player to test changes to your settings. 
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LIGHT PROPERTIES – THIS LIGHT STARTED OUT WITH A TEMPLATE, THEN WAS MODIFIED. IT USES 

A PHOTOMETRIC WEB FILE FOR DISTRIBUTION, INTENSITY AND COLOR. ATTENUATION IS TURNED 

ON. ATTENUATION EFFECTS CAN BE SEEN IN THE IMAGES TO THE RIGHT. THE IMAGE ON TOP HAS 

NO ATTENUATION APPLIED. THE IMAGE ON THE BOTTOM HAS THE ATTENUATION PARAMETERS 

SHOWN ON THE MODIFY COMMAND PANEL APPLIED TO ALL OF THE LIGHTS. 

 

Tip: If you need a group of lights to all be editable as a group, create the first light, then make 
multiple instances of it by using the Move tool with the <SHIFT> key held down. Edit one light 
and all other instances will get the same changes. Lights in Revit that are created using an 
Array or Copy are instanced together when linked into 3ds Max, and they can be edited in the 
same way. 

Exposure Control 
Once you have established your initial lighting, you need to set your exposure control. Exposure 
control will vary depending upon whether you are rendering an exterior scene with sunlight, an 
exterior night scene with artificial lights, an interior scene with sunlight providing some or all of 
your lighting or an interior scene with artificial lights only. 
 
There are two types of Exposure Control that you can use with the ART and NVIDIA mental ray 
rendering engines: 

• mr Photographic Exposure Control applies the exposure settings to the entire 
scene. Regardless of the camera being used, the exposure will be the same. 

• Physical Camera Exposure Control allows the settings of individual cameras to 
control their exposures independently of each other. One camera can render a 
daylight exterior scene and another can render a night-time interior scene. All that is 
needed is to switch cameras. 
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SETTING EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR MR PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE CONTROL AND PHYSICAL 

CAMERA EXPOSURE CONTROL 

 

I recommend using Physical Camera Exposure Control with Physical Cameras, rather than 
using Target or Free Cameras. Physical Cameras, in addition to allowing you to control 
exposure for each camera independently, also more closely simulate real-world camera 
settings. 

mental ray Global Illumination Settings 
If you choose to use the NVIDIA mental ray renderer, especially for an internal scene, you will 
need to make some changes to the Global Illumination (GI) settings. To the inexperienced user 
the vast number of settings can appear daunting, however I will boil it down to basics and make 
concrete recommendations for specific types of scenes – these should hold true for most cases, 
although you may run into unique situations where you may need to adjust/experiment more. In 
those instances, these settings will at least get you started down the right path. 
 

Exterior Daylight 
Exterior scenes utilizing daylight only are usually the easiest (and fastest) renderings to 
produce. Recommended settings are: 

• Exposure Control – Physical Camera Exposure Control 

• Physical Camera Exposure Settings – 12.5-14.5 EV, adjust to suit (hint – render a 
preview in the Exposure Control dialog, then adjust the camera settings and watch 
the effect in the preview window – it will update dynamically). 
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• GI Settings – Final Gather enabled, Draft or Low Quality, 2 FG bounces, Caustics 
and Photons disabled 

• Image Quality – Medium 
 

 
RECOMMENDED SETTINGS FOR AN EXTERIOR SCENE USING DAYLIGHT ONLY. 
 

Interior Daylight (no Artificial Lights) 
Interior scenes with daylight only, especially where there are large expanses of glazing, will 
illustrate the importance of not only Final Gather settings, but also the value of a mr Sunlight 
Portal. Many tutorials will advise you to set your exposure value low to brighten the interior 
spaces. This is an effective technique if the camera is not looking toward the exterior glazing, 
however if it is, the exterior of the building will appear washed out. If you are rendering an 
interior scene that is including a view of the exterior, you should set your exposure to something 
more appropriate for an exterior rendering. Of course, this will make the interior part of the 
rendering appear too dark. Using Final Gather will alleviate this somewhat, and is important to 
provide subtle realism effects to the overall lighting quality. However, what can really make the 
difference in these situations is to use a mr Sky Portal. This is a rectangular region that you can 
create over the surface of a glazed area to magnify the amount of light being brought into a 
space from the exterior. 
 

 
EXAMPLES OF LIGHTING QUALITY WITH AND WITHOUT FINAL GATHER AND MR SKY PORTALS FOR 

INTERIOR SCENES USING EXTERIOR DAYLIGHT. 
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The following link will take you to a video illustrating how to create a mr Sky Portal 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/screencast/99c918ef-9119-4940-8728-
77629091f0ca 
 
Recommended settings for this type of scene are: 

• Exposure Control – Physical Camera Exposure Control 

• Physical Camera Exposure Settings – 12.5-14.5 EV, (same as with the exterior 
daylight rendering). 

• GI Settings – Final Gather enabled, Low to Medium Quality, 2 FG bounces, 
Caustics and Photons disabled 

• Image Quality – Medium 

• mr Skylight Portal – Multiplier = 2 
 

 
RECOMMENDED SETTINGS FOR AN INTERIOR SCENE WITH LOTS OF EXTERIOR-FACING GLAZING 

AND DAYLIGHT ONLY. 

 
Interior Daylight Combined with Artificial Lights 

This is one of the more complex scenarios to render, due to classic exposure issues. Whenever 
you attempt to combine a large quantity of exterior daylight with interior artificial lighting, the 
perceived effect of the artificial lighting is negligible to non-existent. To overcome this, you can 
increase the intensity of the lights until you can get the desired effect. This is subjective. You will 
need to be the judge as to what looks believable in your scene. Remember, however, that if you 
are using 3ds Max to perform Lighting Analysis, your lights should be set to normal intensities 
for that task, regardless of the visual appearance. 
 
Recommended settings for this type of scene are: 

• Exposure Control – Physical Camera Exposure Control 

• Physical Camera Exposure Settings – 12.5-14.5 EV, (same as with the exterior 
daylight rendering). 

• GI Settings – Final Gather enabled, Low to Medium Quality, 2 FG bounces, 
Caustics and Photons disabled 
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• Image Quality – Medium 

• mr Skylight Portal – Multiplier = 2 

• Artificial Lights – Increase intensity (I usually use the Dimming Percentage) until 
you get the effect you need. You may need to increase the intensity a LOT. 

 
 

RECOMMENDED SETTINGS FOR A SCENE THAT COMBINES EXTERIOR DAYLIGHT WITH ARTIFICIAL 

LIGHTING.  
 

Note in the image above that attenuation for the artificial lights is turned off, and that the 
intensity is set to 10,000 percent. Yes, you read that correctly. Also because of the dusk time 
setting, the camera exposure is a bit outside the normal range for exterior lighting. It’s all about 
making the scene look believable. 

 
Interior Scene with Artificial Lights Only 

Final gather and attenuation become more important with an interior scene using artificial lights 
only. The recommended settings for your initial rendering are: 

• Exposure Control – Physical Camera Exposure Control, mr Sky background 
disabled, do not process Background and Environment Maps 

• Physical Camera Exposure Settings – 4-7 EV, (adjust to suit). 

• GI Settings – Final Gather enabled, Medium Quality, 2 FG bounces, Caustics and 
Photons disabled 

• Image Quality – Medium 

• mr Skylight Portal – Disabled 

• mr Sunlight and mr Sky - Disabled 

• Artificial Lights – Normal intensity, Far Attenuation is recommended. 
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RECOMMENDED INITIAL SETTINGS FOR AN INTERIOR SCENE WITH ARTIFICIAL LIGHTS ONLY 

 
With some interior images, however, you may notice splotches on the surfaces of some objects. 
In those situations, you need to increase your Final Gather settings. In some extreme cases, 
you may need to increase them significantly. In the following images, you can see the result with 
the recommended settings shown above on the left. Because of the extent of the splotches on 
the walls and ceiling, the Final Gather settings had to be increased dramatically to achieve the 
desired results on the right.  
 

 
 

COMPARISON OF IMAGES WITH RECOMMENDED FINAL GATHER SETTINGS AND MORE TIME-
CONSUMING HIGH QUALITY FINAL GATHER SETTINGS 
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To reduce the time it takes to calculate the Final Gather points in these extreme cases, you can 
generate a Final Gather Map file using a much smaller render size, then read the Final Gather 
information from that file when you do your final rendering: 
 
1. Activate the Render Setup dialog 
2. In the Common Settings, specify a small size for the render output. You can type values 

in to set a size even smaller than the lowest button available. 
3. In the Global Illumination settings, set the Final Gather values to the desired settings. 
4. At the bottom of the Global Illumination settings panel, choose the option to Calculate 

FG/Photons and Skip Final Rendering. 
5. Click the button the Generate Final Gather Map File Now 

 

 
CREATING A FINAL GATHER MAP FILE 
 

Once the Final Gather points have been calculated they will be saved to the file shown in the 
window just above the button you picked to generate the map, and the rendering will stop. You 
can now set the Render output to the desired size for your final rendering. In the Rendered 
Frame Window, you should also notice that the option to re-use Final Gather is already checked 
on. 

 
 
RE-USING FINAL GATHER. 
 

When you click the Render button, the Final Gather process is skipped and the points are read 
from the file instead. This can cut the overall render time down by more than half. 
 
Another option to deal with the splotches is to use a different rendering method altogether. 
Instead of using the traditional Final Gather, you can instead enable the new Indirect Diffuse 
rendering method, newly added for the mental ray renderer in 3ds Max 2017. This does not give 
you the level of control that the traditional FG settings do, however it is much easier to configure 
and usually does not result in the splotches that can sometimes appear using traditional Final 
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Gather. Render times can be longer, however, and you’ll find that the subtle qualities of light 
that Final Gather gives you are lost. 
 
Finally, you can resort to the ART Renderer, with the understanding that it does not support 
attenuation, and you may have to replace reflective mental ray Materials with Physical materials 
or materials from the 3ds Max “Autodesk Material Library” instead. 
 

 
USING THE ART RENDERER OR THE INDIRECT DIFFUSE (GI) SETTINGS AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO 

FINAL GATHER. NOTE THAT THE INDIRECT DIFFUSE METHOD WOULD BENEFIT FROM A LOWER 

EXPOSURE SETTING. 

 
Exterior Night Scene 

Night time scenes can be some of the most compelling, and are not that difficult to create. 3ds 
Max also offers some additional features to enhance them with lighting effects. The 
recommended settings are essentially the same as with interior artificial light-only scenes: 

• Exposure Control – Physical Camera Exposure Control, mr Sky background 
disabled, do not process Background and Environment Maps 

• Physical Camera Exposure Settings – 4-7 EV, (adjust to suit). 

• GI Settings – Final Gather enabled, Medium Quality, 2 FG bounces, Caustics and 
Photons disabled 

• Image Quality – Medium 

• mr Skylight Portal – Disabled 

• mr Sunlight and mr Sky - Disabled 

• Artificial Lights – Normal intensity, Far Attenuation is recommended. 
 

Optionally you can specify an image as a background, which is always a nice touch. You can 
use a night city skyline, for example, or simply a night sky with stars to enhance the image. 
However, if you use a background as a part of your environment, it can also have an effect on 
the overall lighting, which you may not want.  
 
Instead, I like to use an off-black color for the background, and then save the resulting image as 
a PNG file with an alpha channel. Doing so will make the background portion of the image 
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transparent. You can use an image editing program to overlay your rendered image on top of 
the image you have selected as your background, avoiding the possibility of any negative 
effects due to unwanted background lighting. I use SnagIt, from Techsmith, which is a very 
inexpensive image capture and editing program. 

 

 
CREATING A SKY BACKGROUND BY USING AN ALPHA CHANNEL AND A BACKGROUND IMAGE. 

 
In addition to adding a background image, if you are using the NVIDIA mental ray renderer, you 
can also add lens effects to your camera and lights. In the images above, some of the exterior 
lights have had a “Glow” and “Streak” lens effect added to them for additional realism. 
 

 
ADDING LENS EFFECTS TO A LIGHT FOR ADDITIONAL REALISM. 
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Note: NVIDIA mental ray Global Illumination settings also include options for Photons and 
Caustics. I usually keep these disabled, because they can dramatically increase rendering times 
to minimal gain. Occasionally I will enable Photons to amplify the lighting in an interior scene 
that uses exterior light, however it is usually done as a last resort, and rarely at that. 

Working with Materials 
Materials can be every bit as complex as lighting in 3ds Max, however if you are creating your 
models in Revit and then importing them into 3ds Max, it is likely that you will not be working 
with materials at the level as someone who does all of their modeling in 3ds Max. The materials 
that are applied in your Revit model are completely compatible with 3ds Max with a very few 
minor exceptions that can be dealt with easily. 
 
It is possible, even probable, however, that you will sometimes want to substitute different 
materials in 3ds Max for those that were applied to the Revit model. While a detailed tutorial on 
creating and editing materials is outside the scope of this class, there are some basics that any 
3ds Max user should be aware of. 
 
First, you should become familiar with the Slate Material Editor if you aren’t already. It makes it 
much easier to see all of the elements of even the most complex materials at one time, rather 
than having to navigate the more cumbersome interface of the legacy material editor. 
 

 
MATERIAL DISPLAY IN THE SLATE MATERIAL EDITOR VS. THE LEGACY MATERIAL EDITOR. IN THE 

SLATE MATERIAL EDITOR YOU CAN SEE ALL LEVELS OF THE MATERIAL HIERARCHY AND THEIR 

RELATIONSHIPS IN ONE VIEW.  

 
The Slate Material Editor is divided up into 3 main areas: 

• The Material/Map Browser on the left side of the editor allows you to browse the 
various materials that are in use in your scene or available to you in any material 
libraries that are currently loaded. Additionally, you can browse material templates 
for creating new materials and material maps for use as elements within a material. 

• The Viewer in the middle of the editor allows you to view the structure of the material 
you are editing and to choose the element that you want to examine more closely or 
edit in the Editor. 
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• The Editor on the right is where you make changes to the parameters of the various 
elements in your material. 

 

 
THE MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE SLATE MATERIAL EDITOR 

 
To edit a material or assign it to an object in the scene, simply drag it from the Material/Map 
Browser into the Viewer. You can then drag from the output node on the material to the object 
you want to assign it to or use the “Assign Material to Selected” button on the toolbar at the top 
of the material editor. 
 
There are several materials and material categories that are pre-loaded into the Material/Map 
Browser when you are using the ART Renderer or the mental ray renderer: 

• Autodesk – a collection of material templates to simplify the process of creating a 
material from scratch.  

• General – in addition to the Physical Material type that was added in 3ds Max 2017 for 
compatibility with the ART renderer, this category also contains a series of materials I 
like to refer to as “wrappers”. They are not materials in and of themselves, but allow you 
to combine multiple materials into one for various reasons. In particular, we will take a 
look at “Multi-Sub-Object” materials a bit later. 

• Scanline – this category contains one material type, the “Standard” material. It is used 
with the legacy scanline renderer and should not be used with the mental ray or ART 
renderers. 

• mental ray – this contains a series of “raw” materials that can be developed from 
scratch. Use these if none of the Autodesk materials will suit your purposes for creating 
a new material. 
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• Autodesk Material Library – these are pre-created materials that you can use “out of 
the box”. They are fully mental ray compatible, and you can also use them to create new 
materials.  

 

Note: You will only have the Autodesk Material Library available if you have the NVIDIA mental 
ray, NVIDIA iray or ART Renderer set as the current rendering engine. 

 

 
THE DEFAULT MATERIAL CATEGORIES AND LIBRARIES THAT ARE FOUND IN THE MATERIAL\MAP 

BROWSER. 

 
All of the materials in this list, again, with the exception of the scanline materials, are compatible 
with your Revit model. However, two in particular, Physical Materials and Multi-Sub-Object 
Materials, are worth further discussion. 

Physical Materials 
Physical Materials are a new addition to 3ds Max 2017, and are provided for additional 
compatibility with the ART Renderer. If you are using that rendering engine and want to create a 
material from scratch, you should consider using it. The process of creating a basic Physical 
Material is fairly simple: 
 

1. Select the “Physical Material” from the “General” category in the Material/Map Browser 
and drag it into the Viewer. 

2. Double click on the Material title in the Viewer to populate the Editor 
3. In the Editor, choose one of the presets 
4. Make any changes to the Material Properties that you need to make, noting the updates 

in the Viewer as you do.  
5. If you need to make changes to any maps that may be assigned to any of the nodes in 

the Physical Material, simply double click on the Map title in the Viewer to populate the 
Editor with its properties. Again, as you make changes, you can see the material update 
in the Viewer. 

 

Note: Physical Materials have two editing modes – “Standard” and “Advanced”. You will want to 
experiment with both. 
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CREATING A PHYSICAL MATERIAL USING A PRESET. 
 

For a quick video tutorial on creating Physical Materials, you can go to the following YouTube 
link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48YtLmJCPzE 

 

You may find it necessary to use Physical Materials when you are using the ART Renderer and 
you have reflective Revit materials such as glass or water in your scene. The ART Renderer 
may make them TOO reflective, and you’ll want to replace them with a different material – 
Physical Materials are an acceptable alternative. As another option, you can replace the Revit 
materials with materials in the 3ds Max Autodesk Material Library. You may want to experiment 
with both to see which results work best for you. 
 

 
COMPARING REVIT REFLECTIVE MATERIALS WITH PHYSICAL MATERIALS AND AUTODESK 

MATERIAL LIBRARY MATERIALS WHEN RENDERED WITH THE ART RENDERER. 

 
In the image above, the rendering on the far left was done with the original Revit materials. Note 
the glass and the water. The glass is far too reflective and the water is opaque. The rendering in 
the center has the glass and water materials replaced with Physical materials created from 
scratch, and the rendering on the far right has them replaced with pre-existing materials from 
the Autodesk Material Library. 
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Multi-Sub-Object Materials 
Multi-Sub-Object (MSO) Materials are very handy for situations where you need to have multiple 
materials assigned to different components of the same complex object. In the beginning of this 
document when we discussed the differences between importing and linking geometry, it was 
shown that when you import geometry rather than link it, you have access to the faces of the 
geometry which is converted to editable meshes. By assigning different material ID’s to different 
faces, you can then assign a MSO material to the object that has different materials in different 
numbered “slots” – the material assigned to each slot will automatically be assigned to 
subcomponents that have the same Material ID. If that sounds confusing (and it should), take a 
look at the following image. 
 

 
WORKING WITH A MULTI-SUB-OBJECT (MSO) MATERIAL. 

 
On the left side, a box has been converted to an Editable Poly, and is being edited in Sub-
Object Mode, allowing each polygon, or face, of the box to be edited independently. The top 
face has had Material ID 3 assigned to it. The other faces have different Material ID’s assigned 
to them. In the Material Editor, a MSO Material has been created with 3 slots, and a different 
Material assigned to each slot. When the MSO Material is assigned to the box, each face takes 
the material assigned to the slot in the MSO Material that corresponds to its Material ID. 
 
While it is extremely valuable to know how to work on objects in Sub-Object mode, and how to 
work with Polyface Meshes in 3ds Max, if you have linked your geometry into the model, you 
don’t have access to Sub-Object mode. However, you can still take advantage of the way MSO 
Materials work to add fine touches to your model. 
 
Consider a scenario where you want to change the material on one face of one wall to make it 
an accent color: 
 
1. Link all objects into your model that you do not want to change using the “Combine by Revit 

Material” Preset. Link the objects you do want to change using the “Do Not Combine 
Entities” Preset (remember that you can set up different views in your Revit model with 
different objects visible for linking separately). 
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2. Select the wall that you want to make an accent wall, and in the Slate Material Editor, use 
the “Pick Material from Object” button to bring the material assigned to the Wall into the 
Viewer. Note the Material name. Note also that it is a MSO Material. 

 

 
LOADING A MATERIAL FROM A SELECTED OBJECT INTO THE MATERIAL EDITOR. 
 

3. Select all of the elements that make up the MSO Material in the Viewer and delete them by 
pressing the “Delete” key. This does not delete the material – it just removes it from the 
Viewer. You do not want to edit that material, you just wanted to find out what its name was. 

4. In the Material/Map Browser, look in the “Scene Materials” section and locate the material 
with the same name. Drag and drop it into the Viewer and choose the “Copy” option. This 
way you are creating a new MSO Material from the original. 

 

 
DUPLICATING AN EXISTING MATERIAL TO CREATE A NEW ONE. 
 

5. Rename the Material if you like in the Editor, then find the Material slot that corresponds to 
the Material you want to replace on the wall. Detach the connector from the Material to the 
Slot, making the slot now empty. 
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6. Drag the new Material that you want to use to replace the old into the Viewer from the 
Material\Map Browser and connect its output node to the input node on the empty slot.  

 

 
 

SWAPPING A MATERIAL OUT ON ONE OF THE SLOTS OF THE MSO MATERIAL. 
 

7. Assign the new completed MSO Material to the same wall you had selected earlier by 
connecting its output node to the wall. 

 
For a video demonstration of the above process, visit the following link: 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/screencast/1b41d887-44ac-48f8-a038-
4041d6729882 
 

Creating Animation Sequences – the Easy Way 

As with lighting and materials, animation in 3ds Max can be complex. There are a myriad of 
methods, process, workflows and tools for creating and modifying animation sequences. As with 
the rest of this document, we will focus on a workflow that keeps things as simple as possible, 
allowing you to accomplish your goal – visualizing a building – as effectively as possible. 

Animation Setup 
The first step in any animation sequence is planning. Decide what you want to accomplish with 
the sequence and set the scene up accordingly. A couple of things to consider are: 
 

• Will a single sequence be enough, or should it be broken up? A very common 
technique is to create several short sequences and compile them together in a single 
animation later, using cuts and fades to transition from one sequence to another, in 
much the same way that television and movie scenes are compiled. 

• If you are animating movement through a building, what is the distance of travel and 
how fast do you want the movement to be? This will determine the number of frames 
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needed for the animation sequence. For example, assuming that the average person 
walks about 11 feet per second, and assuming that you are animating a sequence 
that will play back at 30 frames per second, then if you are traveling 100 feet, that 
translates to approximately 9 seconds of animation – or 272 frames. 

 
Regardless of whether you are animating movement through a space or animating objects, you 
need to determine the total frame count before proceeding with the animation. 

Time Configuration 
Once you have determined how many frames you need for your sequence, use the Time 
Configuration dialog to establish that in your scene. In the upper left corner, set the frame rate 
that you desire, then enter the total number of frames. When you exit the dialog box, the 
Keyframe Slider at the bottom of your 3ds Max screen should reflect the frame count. 
 

 
SETTING THE TIME CONFIGURATION FOR A 3DS MAX ANIMATION SEQUENCE 

Keyframe Animation 
There are two primary methods for animating most objects in 3ds Max: Keyframe Animation and 
Path Animation. Path Animation is usually what is suggested for walkthroughs, however I have 
found it to be unnecessarily complex and cumbersome to configure and modify. There is also a 
Walkthrough Assistant utility that can be used, however this is, again, unnecessarily complex 
and cumbersome. 
 
In general, rather than creating a single long walkthrough animation, consider creating a series 
of short camera movements that give the impression of a walkthrough, without actually “walking 
through” the building. In particular, turning cameras can be extremely difficult to simulate. The 
combination of eye and body movement that actually happens in real life is almost impossible to 
recreate without a great deal of effort. Additionally, if you have to travel from outside the building 
to the inside, you have extreme changes in lighting, global illumination and exposure to deal 
with that cannot be animated. 
 
For those reasons we will focus on the process of creating shorter camera movement 
sequences with Keyframe Animation, compiling them into a more comprehensive final animation 
as the final step. 
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To initially set up a Keyframe Animation, use the Auto Key button, located in the animation 
control area – in the lower right portion of the 3ds Max screen. When the Auto Key button is 
pressed, it will turn red, as will the Keyframe Bar and border around the active viewport. 
Anything you do to an object such as Move, Rotate or Scale, for example, will create a Key at 
the location on the Time Slider on the Keyframe Bar. Any Keys for an object will always be 
visible on the Keyframe Bar when the object is selected, whether Auto Key is turned on or not. 
 

 
USING THE AUTO KEY BUTTON AND THE KEYFRAME BAR TO ANIMATE A CAMERA. 

 
A suggested sequence of events for animating an object, such as a camera, using the Auto Key 
button would be: 
 

1. Click the Auto Key Button to enable it. 
2. Move the Time Slider to the Keyframe where you want to specify the end position of the 

camera for this movement. 
3. Select the Camera and move it to the location where you want it to be at the frame 

indicated in the Time Slider. 
4. Turn off Auto Key. 
5. Play back the animation to confirm that you achieved the desired results. 
6. Adjust the Keys if necessary by moving or copying them. 
7. Repeat the process for any more camera positions or for any other objects that you want 

to animate. 
 
Remember to turn off Auto Key when you aren’t actively animating an object, because almost 
everything you do with that button pressed will be captured as a Key in your animation 
sequence. 
 

Note: When you animate an object, the starting position is automatically captured and a Key is 
placed for that object at the beginning of the Keyframe Bar. It is a good idea not to have an 
object begin moving immediately upon starting an animation. Give the viewer a second to 
process the beginning of the scene before things start moving. You can copy the starting Key of 
an object by selecting the object, holding down the <SHIFT> key and dragging the Key to 
another frame, copying rather than moving the Key. 

 
Using the Auto Key and the Time Slider you can accomplish quite a bit, and in many cases you 
will need nothing else to create your animation sequence for an object. There are more 
advanced tools if you need to “tweak” the animation Keys of your object further, such as Track 
Views and the right-click properties of each Key on the Keyframe Bar, however those are 
beyond the scope of this class, the purpose of which, again, is to try to simplify the process. 
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For a video demonstration of the process of creating a Keyframe Animation, visit the following 
link: 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/screencast/802affd1-b3c2-40aa-b56d-
77f54772c869 
 

Finishing Touches 
After you have finished setting up all of your animation Keys, you should consider embellishing 
your scene a bit. Most likely after linking or importing from Revit, you will have a complete 
building model, but an empty building model without any surrounding context will appear a bit 
stark. There are a variety of sources for entourage (plants, vehicles, people, etc.) with which you 
can dress up your scene: 
 

• Archvision RPC content allows you to add realistic, low-footprint models of plants, 
furniture, people and vehicles. It is not free, however you can try it on a trial basis at 
www.archvision.com. Revit itself comes with a sample set of Archvision content as 
entourage, however that content is not brought over into 3ds Max when linked or 
imported. 

• CivilView is a plugin that comes with 3ds Max that allows for the configuration and 
animation of vehicles and other entourage in your scene. 

• Populate is a plugin found on the Animate pull-down menu in 3ds Max that allows 
you to create animated people, either by specifying a traffic path or “Flow” or a series 
of “Idle Areas” with randomly populated male and female figures. 

• Trimble 3D Warehouse is an extensive library of Sketchup Models that can be 
imported into 3ds Max - https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com. You will find a variety of  
models of trees and shrubs, vehicles and buildings for free download. 

 

 
THERE ARE A VARIETY OF SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL CONTEXTUAL MODEL EMBELLISHMENT, SOME 

INCLUDED WITH 3DS MAX, AND SOME FOR FREE DOWNLOAD.  
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Saving an Animation Sequence 
There are two common mistakes that people make when saving an animation: 
 

• The first is to save an entire animation sequence to a single AVI file from the Render 
Setup dialog’s “Render Output” section. Instead of rendering directly to an AVI file 
consider rendering to individual JPG or PNG files instead, then compile them into the 
final output rendering using the RAM Player. This gives you the ability to render your 
sequence a few frames at a time or to use Backburner to split the rendering task up 
among multiple computers on the network, assigning a range of frames to each. 

• The second common mistake is to fail to re-use Global Illumination once it’s been 
calculated, meaning that Final Gather is being recalculated for every single frame of 
the animation. This can easily double the rendering time of the entire animation 
sequence. 

Re-using Global Illumination for Animations 
If you are using the mental ray renderer, Global Illumination can have a dramatic effect, 
especially on interior scenes using exterior lighting. However, calculating Final Gather also 
makes renderings take longer. To avoid this over an animation sequence, re-use your Global 
Illumination. The calculations are done for a few key frames in the animation sequence and re-
used for the others. Re-using Global Illumination for animations is similar to the process to re-
use Global Illumination for still images shown earlier in this document, with some minor 
differences. Again, consider calculating the Final Gather map file using a smaller render area 
than your final render. 
 

 
RE-USING GLOBAL ILLUMINATION FOR AN ANIMATION. 
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Starting at the top of the Global Illumination tab of the Render Setup dialog, make sure Final 
Gather is enabled. Choose the option to “Project FG Points from Positions Along Camera Path”. 
In the “Reuse (FG and Photons Disk Caching)” section at the bottom of the dialog, set the mode 
to “Single File Only”, check the option to Calculate FG/Photons and Skip Final Rendering on. 
Under “Final Gather Map”, choose the option to read FG Points Only from Existing FG Map 
Files, specify the file name to create and after making sure your render area is set to an 
appropriate (small) size, click the button to “Generate Final Gather Map File Now”. 
 
Once the Final Gather map has been created, as with still images, you can render your entire 
animation sequence to a larger render area size using the option to Re-Use Final Gather, which 
will now be turned on automatically. 

Using RAM Player to Compile and Save an Animation 
To use the RAM Player to create an animation you need to render to individual images. In the 
Render Setup dialog you first specify the time sequence to render in the “Time Output” section, 
then specify the file names and location for the frame images in the “Render Output” section. 
 

 
OUTPUT SETTINGS FOR SAVING AN ANIMATION SEQUENCE TO INDIVIDUAL IMAGE FILES. 

 
In the image above note that there are two types of Image Sequence files – the Legacy 3ds Max 
Image File List (IFL) is sufficient for most purposes. If you are planning on post-processing the 
animation in Cleaner or Toxic, then you need to use the Autodesk ME Image Sequence File 
(IMSQ). Also note that the file name specified for the output file is “Approach.jpg”. What will 
actually happen is that the frame images will be saved with the frame number added as a suffix 
to the file name, such as “Approach0001.jpg”, “Approach0002.jpg”, etc. 
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Note: If you are going to combine two or more animation sequences using Video Post, you 
should save each animation sequence to its own folder for easy recognition and selection later. 

 
Once your frame images have been rendered, you can use RAM Player to preview the 
animation and, if satisfied, save it to AVI or MOV format. Launch the RAM Player and open the 
first image in your sequence. In the Open File dialog, choose only the first file in the sequence 
then make sure that “Sequence” is checked on at the bottom of the dialog. In the dialog that 
appears after clicking “Open”, all of the frames in the sequence should be shown. When you 
finish opening, the entire animation sequence will be loaded in the RAM Player and you can 
play it back using the Playback Controls. If there are frames that you don’t like and want to re-
render with different settings, you can delete those frames from the folder the sequence is 
stored in, and re-render those frames only. 
 

 
OPENING AN ANIMATION SEQUENCE IN RAM PLAYER. 

 
Once you’re satisfied with the animation, you can save it to the final animation format. If saving 
to AVI and using one of the HDTV (Video) resolutions, I recommend using the MJPEG 
Compressor that is provided with the software. Choosing “Uncompressed” will result in an 
exorbitantly large file with no noticeable improvement in image quality. Choosing the default DV 
Encoder will result in a somewhat smaller file, however the aspect ratio will not necessarily be 
the same as that of the image frames, resulting in a distorted image.  The MJPEG Compressor 
results in a fairly small file with the aspect ration the same as the original image frames. 

 

 
SAVING AN ANIMATION SEQUENCE TO AVI FORMAT FROM RAM PLAYER. 
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Using Video Post to Combine Animation Sequences 
You will probably find that the most effective animations do not consist of a single continuous 
sequence but rather multiple sequences that are put together into one longer animation, with 
transitions between each sequence. First, consider the complexities of trying to create a 
walkthrough that starts on the exterior of the building and continues through to the interior. The 
lighting exposure and Global Illumination settings will differ greatly between the exterior and 
interior frames – how do you smoothly transition between the two in a single animation 
sequence? Second, think about all of the video sequences you see on TV or in the movies. If 
you look closely most of these consist of multiple short segments with effective transitions from 
one camera/sequence to another. You can accomplish the same thing in 3ds Max using a 
series of shorter sequences that have been compiled to still image sequences using the method 
explained above, then combining them into a single animation using Video Post. 
 
To use Video Post, first render all of your sequences to still image frames. Do not compile them 
into AVI files yet. You should render each sequence to its own folder to make it easier to select 
the images to include in the Video Post sequences. Once your sequences are finished and 
you’re satisfied with them after reviewing them in RAM Player, launch Video Post by choosing 
“Video Post” from the Rendering pull-down menu in 3ds Max.  Initially you will be placed in an 
empty sequence. To add your animation, click the “Add Image Input Event” button, shown in the 
following image. 
 

 
THE PROCESS FOR ADDING AN ANIMATION SEQUENCE TO VIDEO POST. 

 
Make sure that you choose the first image in the sequence then check on the “Sequence” option 
at the bottom of the dialog as shown above. In the next dialog check to make sure that the “Start 
Frame” and “End Frame” values reflect the length of the animation sequence and click “OK”. In 
the next dialog provide a name for the Input Event for easy identification and click “OK” again to 
add it to the queue.  
 
Use the same procedure to add any additional animation sequences as shown in the following 
image. 
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VIDEO POST WITH MULTIPLE ANIMATION SEQUENCES LOADED. 
 

After all of your animation sequences (input events) have been loaded into the queue, you need 
to set their timing. The easiest way is to select two events and use the buttons in the toolbar to 
arrange one behind the other. You can use the Zoom Extents button in the bottom right corner 
of the Video Post dialog to expand your view as the number of total frames increases. 
 

 
ADJUSTING ANIMATION EVENTS AND TIMING. 

 
Once you have the animations in the correct frame positions you can add transitions where 
appropriate. The most common is a Cross Fade Transition, which is usually used to indicate a 
change in time or location. In the following image a Cross Fade Transition is being added 
between the “Approach” and “Lobby” events, because the animation is moving from the outside 
of the building to the inside. 
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ADDING A CROSS FADE TRANSITION. 

 
First select the two events in the Queue Window on the left, then select the “Add Image Layer 
Event” button on the toolbar. In the Add Image Layer Event dialog box, choose “Cross Fade 
Transition” from the drop down list, then provide a name for it. Provide the start and end frame 
values (these can be edited with grips later to fine tune) and click “OK”. In the image below 
another Cross Fade Transition has been added to transition from the “Lobby” event to the 
“Classroom Wing” event. The sequences have been moved slightly to provide more space for 
the Cross Fade Transitions. 
 

 
COMPLETED ANIMATION SEQUENCE WITH TWO CROSS FADE TRANSITIONS. 

 
Note that the Cross Fade Transitions are nested, which can be a bit confusing at first. “Fade 1” 
provides a Cross Fade Transition between the “Approach” and “Lobby” events, then “Fade 2” 
provides a Cross Fade Transition between the “Lobby” and “Classroom Wing” events. To create 
the “Fade 2” transition, “Fade 1” and “Classroom Wing” were selected, then the “Add Image 
Layer Event Button” was picked. The actual sequencing is seen in the sliders visible in the right 
panel. Additionally, the “Lobby” and “Classroom Wing” events have been moved slightly to 
provide a short gap between the events, with the transitions extended through the gap. Events 
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are best adjusted by moving the bars or editing their properties using the “Properties” button on 
the toolbar. 
 
Once you have your events and transitions set up the only thing left to do is to add an Image 
Output Event and generate the full sequence of image frames. Click the “Add Image Output 
Event” button on the toolbar as shown in the following image. In the Add Image Output Event 
dialog, click the “Files” button and specify a file name for the first image in the sequence as well 
as a file format. As with other animation sequences it is recommended that you save to still 
image frames such as JPEG or PNG. The images will be saved with the frame number suffixes. 
As with other sequences it is also a good idea to save the frames to a unique folder. Back in the 
Add Image Output Event dialog provide a name for the event and click “OK” to return to the 
Video Post dialog. 
 

 
ADDING THE IMAGE OUTPUT EVENT. 

 
Once the Image Output Event has been created you are ready to generate the animation. Click 
the “Execute Sequence” button on the toolbar as shown in the following image. In the Execute 
Video Post dialog make sure the frame range and output size are correct then click the “Render” 
button. 
 

 
GENERATING THE FINAL COMBINED ANIMATION 
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Once final sequence has finished generating you can use the RAM Player to load the images, 
preview the results, and if satisfied, save to final AVI format. 
 
To see a video demonstration of the Video Post process, use the following link: 
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/screencast/c976d3b2-bedb-4831-ba51-
2d5bf9967d97 
 

Summary 

Hopefully this document will help you streamline your process of visualizing a building project, 
whether you are creating still images or animations. Remember, first decide if you need to 
perform your visualization task in Revit or 3ds Max. If 3ds Max, are you rendering still images or 
animations? Depending on the scene type, you’ll need to choose your rendering engine. The 
ART Renderer is simple to use and is very effective at exterior daylight scenes or interior 
scenes with artificial light only, with the caveat that you may need to replace reflective Revit 
materials with Physical Materials or “pre-baked” materials from the 3ds Max Autodesk Material 
Library. The NVIDIA mental ray is very effective with exterior night-time scenes, especially if you 
want to add special lens effects, and it is the method of choice for interior scenes relying on a 
large amount of exterior lighting. 
 
So, choose your tool, choose your method and engine, and visualize! 


